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Alexander, Kwame.     Surf's Up 
"A sunny day near the ocean means different kinds of excitement for frog friends Bro and Dude.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Alexie, Sherman, illus.  Yuyi Morales. Thunder Boy Jr. 
"An expertly crafted, soulful, and humorous work that tenderly explores identity, culture, and the bond between father 
and son.”  (Kirkus Reviews)     

  
Austrian, J.J.      Worm Loves Worm 
"Two worms in love decide to get married, and with help from Cricket, Beetle, Spider, and the Bees they have everything 
they need and more, but which one will be the bride and which the groom?" (Publisher) 

  
Bang, Molly.     When Sophie's Feelings Are Really, Really Hurt 
Sophie gets upset when her classmates laugh at her painting of her favorite tree, but their teacher gently explains how 
Sophie was expressing her feelings artistically.  

  
Barrow, David.    Have You Seen Elephant? 
“A small child plays hide-and-seek with a surprisingly elusive (except to viewers) elephant.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Brown, Lisa.     The Airport Book 
“This good-humored introduction to air travel follows a multiracial family (black dad, white mom, two brown kids) 
through the airport, down the jetway, and onto their plane.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Brown, Peter.    Mr. Tiger Goes Wild 
“There’s a lot to go wild for in this picture book celebration of individuality and self-expression.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Bunting, Eve.      Yard Sale 
"When her parents hold a yard sale to downsize prior to moving, Callie experiences mixed emotions until she realizes 
she still has what's most important." (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Carle, Eric.    The Nonsense Show 
"… spread after spread uses nonsensical text and sublimely ridiculous pictures to provoke laughter and head-shaking 
delight.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Colato Laínez, René.   Señor Pancho Had a Rancho 
“Colato Laínez (The Tooth Fairy Meets El Ratón Pérez, 2010) presents a bicultural rendition of ‘Old MacDonald Had a 
Farm,’ one of the most widely known and loved children's songs.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Cole, Henry.    Big Bug 
“Beginning with a bug, various objects are revealed as being big and small in comparison with other objects on a farm 
under the big, big sky.” (Publisher) 

  

  

  

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/sherman-alexie/thunder-boy-jr/
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/david-barrow/have-you-seen-elephant/
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/lisa-brown/the-airport-book/


Cole, Henry.      Spot, the Cat 
“In this wordless picture book, a cat named Spot ventures out an open window and through a city on a journey, while his 
owner tries to find him." (Publisher) 

  
de la Peña, Matt.     Last Stop on Market Street 
"A young boy yearns for what he doesn't have, but his nana teaches him to find beauty in what he has and can give, as 
well as in the city where they live.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Diggs, Taye.      Mixed Me 
"Told in rhyming text, Mike is a mixed-race boy, completely comfortable with his identity and his parents--and his wild, 
curly hair." (Publisher) 

  
Dotlich, Rebecca Kai.    Race Car Count 
"The flash and thrill of the race car track—it's all here in a zippy counting book just right for the toddler set.”. (Kirkus 
Reviews)  

  
Elya, Susan Middleton.    Little Roja Riding Hood 
"This spirited interpretation of a classic fairy tale successfully mixes magic and reality, as well as Spanish and English 
words.” (Kirkus Reviews)  

  
Fleming, Candace.    Bulldozer's Big Day 
"Bulldozer wants to invite all of his coworkers to a party to celebrate his special day, but to them it's just another day for 
scooping, sifting, stirring, and more." (Publisher)  
 
Frazee, Marla.    The Farmer and the Clown 
In this wordless picture book, a “solitary farmer on an empty plain receives the most unlikely visitor.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Gravett, Emily.    The Odd Egg  
“Duck is trying to hatch the oddest egg of all.” (Publisher) 

  
Hirsh, Rebecca E; illus. Mia Posada. Plants Can't Sit Still 
“Double-page spreads of watercolor and collage use minimal words to describe how and why plants move.” (Kirkus 
Reviews) 
 
Jenkins, Martin.     Fabulous Frogs 
"An overview of the fantastic variety found among the over 5,000 frog species of the world.” (Kirkus Reviews)  

  
Kang, Anna.      That's (Not) Mine 
"With expressive illustrations and simple text, this giggle-inducing tale about (not) sharing and (not) being a good friend 
features the endearing characters from Theodor Seuss Geisel Award winner You Are (Not) Small.” (Publisher) 

  
Kleber, Dori; illus.  G. Brian Karas. More-Igami 
“Joey loves things that fold, like maps, his accordion, and even his foldaway bed, so when he sees a classmate's mother 
folding an origami crane, he's captivated.” (Kirkus Reviews)  

  
Kuhlman, Evan; illus. Chuck Groenink. Hank's Big Day: The Story Of a Bug 
“Pill bug Hank's day moves from ordinary to extraordinary when Amelia, a dark-skinned girl with huge eyes and black 
braids, gives him a ride on her pilot's helmet.” (Kirkus Reviews)  

  
Larsen, Andrew; illus. Mike Lowery. A Squiggly Story 
“A positive tale of how a story can emerge organically from an inkling of an idea to an imaginative literary excursion—
even at the hands of preliterate kids.” (Kirkus Reviews)  

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/evan-kuhlman/hanks-big-day/
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/andrew-larsen/a-squiggly-story/


Lindeen, Mary.      A Visit to the Firehouse 
"Take a trip to a firehouse. Find out what firefighters wear, what equipment they use, and what they do when they're 
not fighting fires. See what's inside a firehouse and what happens when the alarm bell rings." (Publisher)  

  
Lyon, George Ella.   Planes Fly! 
"This exciting invitation to take to the air is one energetic and entertaining journey for adventurers and aviation lovers 
alike.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
McBriarty, Patrick.     Airplanes Take Off and Land 
"Experience a day in the life of Pilot Stacey and her nephew Little Harry as they take a fascinating flight aboard Crow-
Flies Airline flight #6." (Publisher)  

  
McQuinn, Anna.    Lola at the Library 
"Every Tuesday Lola and her mother visit their local library to return and check out books, attend story readings, and 
share a special treat." (Publisher)  

  
Munsch, Robert.     Zoom 
"When Lauretta tries out a 92-speed, silver and gold, dirt-bike wheelchair, she gets a speeding ticket but also helps out 
her brother." (Publisher)  

  
Murray, Diana; illus. Bryan Collier. City Shapes 
“Rhyming text and brilliant multimedia collage combine to follow a girl's journey through her beloved city.” (Kirkus 
Reviews)  

  
O’Leary, Sara; illus. Qin Leng  A Family Is a Family Is a Family 
“A picture book affirmation of family diversity.” (Kirkus Reviews)  

 

 Parr, Todd.      It's OK to Make Mistakes 
“Parr encourages readers to see mistakes as opportunities with characteristic élan.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Petty, Dev.      I Don't Want to Be a Frog 
"A tiny frog desperately wishes to be any other animal.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Pinkney, Jerry.      The Grasshopper & the Ants 
"In this retelling of the classic Aesop fable, hardworking ants stock up for the winter while a fun-loving grasshopper plays 
all year long, until the cold weather arrives and he realizes his mistake in not planning ahead." (Publisher)  

  
Pinkney, Jerry.    The Tortoise & the Hare 
“With luminous mixed media pictures, a short, carefully meted-out text and a Southwestern U.S. setting, Pinkney (The 
Lion and the Mouse, 2009) takes on another of Aesop's fables—marvelously.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Rosenthal, Amy Krouse.    Friendshape 
"Introduces a triangle, circle, square, and rectangle who celebrate the gift of friendship." (Publisher)  

  
Santat, Dan.      Are We There Yet? 
"A boy feels time slowing down so much that it starts going backward--into the time of pirates! Of princesses! Of 
dinosaurs! The boy was just trying to get to his grandmother's birthday party." (Publisher) 

  
Sayre, April Pulley   Best In Snow 
“This striking photo essay engages curious readers as the world of snow is revealed in all of its frigid manifestations.” 

  
 
 

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/diana-murray/city-shapes/
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Savage, Stephen.     Supertruck 
"When the city is hit by a colossal snowstorm, only one superhero can save the day. But who is this mysterious hero, and 
why does he disappear once his job is done?" (Publisher)  

  
Seeger, Laura Vaccaro.   Black? White! Day? Night! A Book of Opposites 
“Using the same format as her stunning Hidden Alphabet (2003), Seeger presents readers with another eye-catching 
concept book.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Shea, Bob.      Dinosaurs vs. Mommy 
"Dinosaur is spending the day with Mommy. ROAR! He helps her wake up, go shopping, sort laundry, and more--his way, 
that is. By bedtime, it looks like Mommy is down for the count. Is one little red dinosaur just too much for her, or will 
Mommy win?" (Publisher)  

  
Sulurayok, Matilda.     Kamik's First Sled 
"An exciting tale of boy-and-puppy bonding for Inuit children, this story is also accessible to non-Inuit readers willing to 
meet Kamik and Jake out on the tundra." (Publisher)  

  
Teague, David.     The Red Hat 
"In this almost wordless picture book, a troupe of baby forest animals borrows a child's hat, until all that is left is a long 
piece of red string." (Publisher) 

  
Tullet, Hervé.      Let's Play 
"… Fans of Tullet's Press Here (2011) and Mix It Up (2014) … will be entranced by his latest interactive offering. This time, 
readers are invited to follow a yellow blob through a variety of travails.” (School Library Journal) (Translated from 
French.) 

  
Tullet, Hervé.    Mix It Up 
“The primary-colored dots from Press Here (2011) are back, but while last time they focused predominantly on motion, 
this time they plunge headlong into color mixing.” (Kirkus Reviews) 

  
Velasquez, Eric.     Looking for Bongo 
"A little boy searches for his lost toy.” (Kirkus Reviews)  

  
Wells, Rosemary.    Use Your Words, Sophie 
"When Sophie's new sister won't stop crying, only two-year-old Sophie can communicate with her, even if she isn't using 
her words as her parents want her to." (Publisher)  

  
Yoon, Salina.      Be a Friend 
"An ordinary boy with an unusual hobby makes a new friend through extraordinary means.” (Kirkus Reviews)  

  
Ziefert, Harriet.    What Ship Is Not a Ship? 
"Clever word groupings list three things that are alike and one that is different.” (Publisher)  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 


